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Job Goach Continuation Sheet

Client Name Brian Nesbitt

Job Coach Karen Belton

Date 11th September 2001

lssues Discussed:

Job Coach met with Brain to feedback the outcome of the meeting with Dave
Nelson Personal Manager for Dunlop. Job Coach explained that we were
trying to identify areas that would be suitable for a work placement for Brian.
Job Coach explained that Dunlop are keen to have Brian back in employrnent,
however they are concerned regarding the opportunities available for day shift
work. Currently they have suggested working day shift on a temporary basis
with a view to work towards full shift work. Brian was not happy with this and
stated that if that were his option then he would rather leave, particularly as he
was planning to leave when these shifts were introduced. He stated that
Dunlop would only offer him a position as a cleaner as that often happens to
staff whom return from long term sick. Job Coach assured Brian that that was
not going to happen, and that Rehab Uk would be advising Dunlop of the
most appropriate working environment for Brian, and it would not involve
working shifts.

Job Coach discussed the possible areas that Dave was looking into for
placements such as 'trimming tyres' and stores. Job Coach also explained
that if they were presented with the worse case scenario of not returning to
employment Dave had stated that Dunlop would come to a financial
agreement with Brian, for example 3 months full salary, however that was
most likely not to happen.

Job Coach reinforced Rehabs commitment to assist Brian with his return to
employment whether he chooses to return to Dunlop or to seek for
employment elsewhere. Brian seemed to be happy with this reinforcement.
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